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PREAMBLE
This paper documents the current state of development of our Cartesian non-body-fitted mesh algo-
rithms for computing Euler flows around complex configurations. We include our most recent AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Conference paper 95-0853 (ref. 1), which describes the geometric procedures used for
the Cartesian grid generation. Two new appendices extend the description of the algorithms. Appendix I
documents the flow solver used in all previous examples. Appendix II contains previously unpublished
calculations for a supersonic missile (ref. 2).
ABSTRACT
This report describes recent progress in the development and application of 3D Cartesian grid genera-
tion and Euler flow solution techniques. Improvements to flow field grid generation algorithms, geometry
representations, and geometry refinement criteria are presented, including details of a procedure for cor-
rectly identifying and resolving extremely thin surface features. An initial implemenlation of automatic flow
field refinement is also presented. Results for several 3D multi-component configurations are provided
and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss recent developments in our Cartesian grid approach to solving the Euler equa-
tions for flow around complex geometries. The Cartesian grid approach uses a non-body-fitted grid of
rectangular cells to discretize the flow field about an object. After creating this surrounding mesh of rec-
tangular cells, the surface geometry is simply "cut out" from the underlying cells, leaving a border of ir-
regular cells surrounding the object. This approach has the potential to greatly simplify and automate the
difficult task of grid generation around complex configurations. It replaces the difficult and case-specific
problem of generating a body-fitted grid (structured, unstructured, multiblock etc.) with the more general
problem of computing and characterizing the geometric intersections between the Cartesian flow field cells
and the surface geometry. We present the algorithms used to automatically compute this required geomet-
ric information and describe some modifications to our original approach (ref. 3) that assist in the represen-
tation of very thin pieces of geometry, such as a spoiler, fin, or thin trailing edge section. Our algorithms
have also been generalized so that the geometry of a complex configuration can be specified as a collection
of distinct, repositionable, and possibly overlapping components; a single geometry description explicitly
containing component intersections is no longer necessary.
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A Cartesian grid approach cannot be competitive unless it has the ability to vary the level of resolution
according to the features of both the geometry and flow field. This is accomplished through the use of
adaptive mesh refinement. A description of the criteria used to determine the level of refinement necessary
to resolve a solid object is presented along with our approach for adaptively refining the mesh in response
to features in the flow field. Finally, we demonstrate our approach by showing solutions for several three
dimensional complex configurations and comparisons with experimental data.
Although various Cartesian-based approaches have been around for many years (cf. Ref. 4), renewed
interest in these approaches has occurred due to continued difficulties with body-fitted grid generation.
Some successful calculations in two and three dimensions, for both the potential and Euler equations, may
be found in Refs. 5-12. These works differ in their approach to the data structures, flow solver, and adap-
tivity. Extensions to time dependent problems have been reported in Refs. 13-16.
OVERVIEW OF CARTESIAN APPROACHES
Our Cartesian grid approach to solving the Euler equations is based on the finite volume form of the
conservation equations:
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For the regular (non-intersected) grid cells off of the surface, any reasonable finite volume scheme can
be used. In our case, this is a Jameson-Schmitt-Turkel scheme (ref. 17) using multi-stage Runge-Kutta
integration and central differencing with added second- and fourth-order artificial viscosity. The scheme
must however be modified to account for the details of the geometry at the irregular cells on the body sur-
face. As Eq. 1 shows, the volumes and face areas of the irregular cells must be provided along with the
normal vector for the piece of the surface within the Cartesian cell. For second-order schemes, the cen-
tmids of the cut cell volumes and faces are also required.
In previous work, we attempted to compute the geometric information directly from the NURBS (Non-
Uniform Rational B-Spline) geometrical description of the object. This can be rather time-consuming,
since simultaneous nonlinear equations must be solved to compute the intersection of a cell face with the
surface geometry. Furthermore, the NURBS software package we chose was incapable of robustly per-
forming the large number of intersection calculations required to make a high-resolution Cartesian grid.
These experiences strongly influenced the development of our current grid generation approach.
Our current strategy separates the grid generation process into two distinct phases. In the first phase,
and prior to any flow solutions, all possible cell geometric quantities that might be needed at a later stage
(for example, during subsequent mesh refinement) are computed and saved in what is called the "database"
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grid. This includesall thegeometricinformation for the irregular cells at the finest possible level of re-
finement.
In the second phase of our grid generation process, the "actual" or "flow solution" grid is constructed
solely from the geometric information stored in the database grid. This "flow solution" grid can have a
variable level of resolution around the object; the appropriate level of refinement is determined by the sur-
face curvature. The ultimate resolution of a flow solution grid is, however, limited to that of the database
grid.
This separation of the grid generation process into two distinct phases and the creation of the database
grid eliminates the need to repeatedly interrogate the surface geometry during later flow solution refine-
ments. This guarantees that the flow solver will not abort midway to completion during a flow field re-
finement stage due to a failure in a geometric interrogation routine. However, because the database grid
covers the entire surface geometry with cells of the finest resolution, our grid generation process has the
disadvantages of requiring excessive storage and the calculation of possibly unnecessary geometric infor-
marion.
The steps of the full 3D Cartesian grid flow simulation procedure are as follows:
Step 1. Geometry Acquisition
- Generate surface wireframe or triangulation files,
Step 2. Cartesian Grid Generation
Database Grid Generation
- Determine vertices of database grid cells.
- Compute exposed face areas of database cells.
- Sort database cells by x-location.
Initial Flow Solution Grid Generation
-Generate Cartesian flow solution grid using curvature and neighbor rule base.
Step 3. Cartesian Flow Solutions
-Cycle through flow solver and mesh adaptation steps until solution converges on grid with adequate
resolution.
Step 4. Postprocessing
- Extract relevant flow field and surface data.
In the following sections we present the algorithmic details for the most important grid generation pro-
cedures, namely steps 2 and 3 above.
Geometry Acquisition
The LaWGS (Langley Wireframe Grid Standard) format for surface geometry description has been
adopted as the standard input format within the current method (ref. 18). Since all of the subsequent geo-
metrical operations take advantage of the planar nature of triangles, the LaWGS networks used to define
the individual components are decomposed into collections of triangles. A provision for reading surface
geometry stored in conventional triangular finite element vertex and connectivity list formats is also avail-
able.
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DatabaseGridGeneration
Thefollowingstepsoutlinethecreationofthesurface-intersectingdatabasegridceils.
1. Create coarse Cartesian background grid that encompasses the surface geometry.
2. Flag all cells that intersect the surface geometry.
3. Subdivide flagged cells, and eliminate those that are fully internal or fully external to the surface.
4. Recursively repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the maximum desired refinement level is reached.
Figure 1 depicts an extremely coarse database grid generated for a generic transport configuration.
Note that the database cells can intersect several geometric components in the juncture regions between
components.
Fig. 1. Database grid enveloping a generic advanced transport configuration. Grid shown is extremely
coarse for clarity. Actual database grids for practical configurations are generally divided 4-5 levels beyond
that shown.
Face Intersection Calculations.--In Step 2 of the database grid generation process, each face of every
cell must checked for intersection with the surface geometry components. For those components that pass
an initial bounding-box test, the triangles that form the component must be checked for intersection with the
face. In order for the face and triangle polygons to intersect, the intersection of one edge of one of the
polygons must exist within the interior of the other. Figure 2 illustrates typical three-dimensional intersec-
tions between a triangle (polygon 1) and two non-coplanar rectangles (polygons 2 and 3).
polygon 3
polygon 2
polygon
Fig. 2. Typical polygon intersections.
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First,wecomputetheintersectionsbetweenlinesextendingthrougheach edge of polygon 1 and the
plane that encompasses polygon 2. The polygons intersect along an edge of polygon 1 if the location of the
intersection point lies both between the edge endpoints of polygon 1 and within the interior of polygon 2.
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Fig. 3. Computing intersections between polygon 1 and the plane containing polygon 2.
In the case shown in Fig. 3, only the edge line A-A' of polygon 1 intersects the plane containing poly-
gon 2 at point X within the interior of polygon 2. The B-B' and C-C' edge lines also intersect the plane of
polygon 2, but both of these intersections (at Y and Z) lie outside polygon 2. Although the A-A' intersection
lies within the interior of polygon 2, the intersection does not lie between the endpoints defining the edge of
polygon 1; no intersection between polygons I and 2 exists.
In Fig. 4, the edge intersection line B-B' from polygon 1 intersects polygon 2 at point X within polygon
2 and between the edge endpoints; an intersection between polygon 1 and polygon 2 therefore exists.
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Fig. 4. An intersection between polygon 1 and polygon 2 at X.
Once the existence of intersections between the triangles that form a component and a cell face is de-
termined, each intersection point must be characterized as occurring either interior to another component or
on a flow field-exposed region of the surface. This is done using the two-step ray-casting algorithm illus-
trated in two dimensions in Fig. 5. First, a ray emanating from the point in question is cast in an arbitrary
direction. Second, the number of intersections that occur between the ray and all other polyhedra is deter-
mined. If the ray intersects a polyhedron an even (or zero) number of times, then the point must lie outside
of that polyhedron. If the number of intersections is odd, then the point lies within the polyhedron. Note
that this procedure works for both concave and convex polyhedra. The polyhedra may also intersect and/or
overlap, as long as each polyhedron is watertight (completely closed), with each edge of a polyhedral face
shared by exactly one other facet of the same polyhedron.
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poly1
Fig. 5. Inside/outside determination.
In the above figure, the ray from point A makes one intersection with polygon 1, four intersections with
polygon 2, and two intersections with polygon 3. Point A is therefore inside of polygon 1. A ray cast from
point B makes zero intersections with polygon I, one intersection with polygon 2, and one intersection with
polygon 3. Point B is therefore inside of both polygon 2 and polygon 3. If no intersections with a surface
component are found for a face, the ray-casting procedure is used to characterize the face as either fully
intemal or fully extemal to the surface geometry.
Face Area Calculations.--Afler the vertices of the database grid cells have been established, the areas of
the exposed cell faces are computed. For each cell face, the cross section polygon is extracted from the
surface component triangulation at the location coplanar with the cell face. The portion of this polygon
that overlaps the cell face is then computed using the Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping algorithm (ref.
19). In Fig. 6, polygon 3 is the result of clipping the cross-section polygon 1 against the cell face polygon
2.
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Polygon 1
Polygon 3
Fig. 6. Polygon clipping.
The amount of 'exposed' or 'flow-through' area for each face is then computed by subtracting the clipped
cross-sectional area from the rectangular cell face area.
The procedure for computing the exposed database cell face areas becomes more complex when the
surface geometry is composed of multiple (and possibly overlapping) components. Figure 7 illustrates the
polygons resulting from a cross section slice at a location where the components do not intersect. The col-
lection of polygons A, B, and C form the borders of polygon group i, and polygons D and E form the bor-
ders of polygon group j. Polygons A and D enclose "solid' or 'non-flow' area, while polygons B, C, and E
surround the 'flow-through' area within A and D.
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Group I
Fig. 7. Polygon groups.
For bodies composed of multiple intersecting components, the cross-section polygon groups
from multiple components may overlap, as in Fig. 8.
arising
Group i
Fig. 8. Overlapping polygon groups.
To compute the net amount of each database cell face that is exposed or 'flow-through', an algorithm for
computing the net amount of 'solid' area that overlaps the face rectangle is required. The equation for the
solid area, Atota I , can be expressed as
n n ; ni_j l(ni_JA; A+ ni_j I
- = _ Ai- ,_, A +_] _ A;nA+-_/_ n +Y_ _ A-hA- {3}At°tal i = l i = l i j J j J i j t j
In Eq. 3, the indices i and j refer to individual component 'polygon groups', where A is the area of the
polygon group contained within the rectangular boundaries of the face. The '+' and '-' superscripts denote
the extemal (flow-through) and intemal (to a component) areas enclosed by each group, respectively. The
input to the overlap algorithm requires a listing of all the polygons associated with each group and that all
polygons within every group be initially designated as enclosing either internal or external area. Finally,
the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm is used to compute the net amount of overlapping area contributed by
the polygon groups. The use of the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm is complicated by the fact that the tar-
get clipping polygon must be convex, so the Boolean intersection of two possibly non-convex polygons
must be computed by first decomposing each polygon into two sets of triangles, and then keeping track of
the sum of the areas resulting from clipping all triangles in each polygon against those of the other polygon.
This adoption of a component-based approach to Cartesian grid generation is somewhat analogous to
the use of Chimera procedures for conventional body-fitted structured grids (ref. 20). Both techniques are
intended to eliminate the need to recreate new surface definitions reflecting updated intersection information
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wheneverindividualcomponentsaretranslatedorrotated.Sincethedatabasegridcellsusedin ourproce-
durearerestrictedto theexteriorsurfaceof intersectingcomponents,theintersectionregionsbetweenoth-
erwisesmoothcomponentsareautomaticallydetected.Thegeometricintersectioni formationcomputed
andsavedfor eachcell in thedatabasegrid consistsof thecell vertexcoordinatesandtheflow field-
exposedareaof eachcellface.
FlowSolutionGrid Generation
Thesecondphaseof the grid generation process uses information extracted from the database grid to
build an initial flow field mesh. Starting from a coarse background grid, the Cartesian cells are automati-
cally refmed, based only on the curvature of the geometry, until the appropriate resolution is reached. This
initial mesh is then used to begin the flow solutions. Further mesh refinements, based on the flow solution
itself, occur during later flow field refinement stages.
The automatic refinement of the initial mesh is based on the surface curvature, which in turn is derived
from the local variation of the surface normal vectors. Although the surface normal vector within each da-
tabase grid cell is not explicitly included in the database, its components can be computed by taking the
difference in the exposed areas of opposing faces. This procedure is illustrated in two dimensions in Fig. 9.
yl
_ y2-yl
/_x2-xl
y2
Fig. 9. Representative surface normal computed using difference in opposing exposed face areas.
For irregular flow field cells, the necessary surface normal vector and face areas are also easily obtained
by summing the face areas of encompassed database cells. Figure 10 shows a flow field cell and its en-
compassed database cells.
q/ 41
t
Fig. 10. Flow cell with encompassed database cells.
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Weusetwocurvaturerulesto refinecellsin theinitialflow fieldmesh.Thefirst ruleis basedonthe
maximumdifferencein thesurfacenormaldirectionbetweeneighboringflow fieldcells. If thedifference
exceedsa user-specifiedtolerance,thecell is markedfor additionalrefinement.Thesecondruleusesthe
finerinformationin thedatabasegriditself. If themaximumangulardifferencein thesurfacenormalsof
theencompasseddatabasecellsexceedsaseconduser-specifiedtolerance,theflowfieldcell is markedfor
refinement,evenif it passedthefirst test.Usingtheserulesfor theautomaticrefinementof theinitialflow
fieldmeshhastwobenefits.First,themagnitudeof thesurfacecurvatureandtheappropriatelevelof grid
refinementarenot inferredsolelyfromthesizeof theelementsusedto discretizethesurface.Second,the
intersectionregionsbetweenoverlappingcomponentsareautomaticallydetectedandappropriatelyrefined.
Afterthecellshavebeentestedandmarkedfor refinement,abufferlayerof neighboringcellsis added.
Thiscreatesmoothtransitionregionsbetweenrefinementlevels.Undernocircumstancesareneighboring
cellsallowed to differ by more than one level of refinement. Typical values for our grid generation control
parameters are provided in Table 1.
Database angle difference
Flow field angle difference
Number of neighbor buffer layers
Total number of refinement passes
40 °
40 °
3
7-12
Table 1. Typical values used to create initial flow field grids.
Multiple Region Algorithms
One major disadvantage of the Cartesian approach and its reliance on a non-body-fitted grid is the dif-
ficulty in providing sufficient resolution for extremely thin components. To accurately represent the sur-
face geometry of thin components (such as wing leading and trailing edges, fins, and engine cowlings), an
excessive number of highly-refined cells are often required. Once a cell that has been split by the geometry
into multiple independent regions has been identified, it should instead be replaced by multiple, non-
isotropic new cells having the correct face areas and connectivity. A method of detecting cells that have
been split into two or more distinct regions is therefore highly desirable, and an overview of our approach
follows.
Figure 11 illustrates the split-cell situation in two dimensions:
Segment 1 A
N
.....................i:::..".-:!!i!!iii iii#:i::::ii!i::_i_!_!g:!__
/ s
Segment 2
Cell i Cellj Cell k Cell I
Fig. 11. Cells split into distinct regions.
Cell j is obviously split into three distinct polygonal regions (labeled A, B, and C). Polygons A and B
are extemal to the geometry, while polygon C is completely internal. These polygons are identified and
created in a procedure that examines the two segments that form the outline of the portion of the airfoil
within cell j and categorizes their intersections with the cell edges (in the above figure, the segments are
labeled Segment 1 and 2). Once the edges of each polygon region have been established, the area within
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eachpolygonis denotedaseitherfully internalor fully externalto thegeometry.Thethree-dimensional
procedurefor determiningthenumberof independentregionsintowhichacellhasbeensplitbeginsby ap-
plyingthistwo-dimensionalprocedureto eachfaceandthesegmentsresultingfromtheintersectionof the
surfacegeometrywiththatface.
Figure12depictstwoadjoiningcells(separatedfor clarity)intersectedbythetrailingedgeof awing.
Theportionsof thewingsurfacewithinthecellsareshaded.
Edge
Cell B
Fig. 12. Two cells near wing trailing edge.
Figure 13 shows an exploded view of the individual polygons that compose the faces of the cells.
Cell B
Fig. 13. Exploded view of face polygons.
After the independent polygons that compose each face are determined, matches between polygon edge
segments that lie along the edges of the parent Cartesian cell are used to group adjoining polygons into the
face collections that will compose the new independent regions. These links are shown with symbolic
shading in Fig. 14
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Cell A
C_III B
Fig. 14. Symbolic links between matching edges.
The portions of the surface that lie within the cell are then similarly matched and included into the face
collections to form the complete face description of the independent regions. The exploded view of the in-
dependent regions is presented in Fig. 15, which shows that Cell A was split into three distinct regions,
while Cell B was split into two.
Call A
Call B
Fig. 15. Exploded view of distinct cell regions.
Using the faces that compose each polygon, the face and volume centroids of the resultant new indi-
vidual regions can be computed, and the combined volumes and centroids summed and checked for consis-
tency with the parent cell.
Volume and Centroid Calculations
The cell volumes and centroids are calculated using the Gauss divergence theorem, which transforms
the required volume integrations into surface integrationg over the exposed and intercepted faces of each
cell. After decomposing each face polygon into triangles, a third-order three-point quadrature rule is used
for the integrations.
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SOLUTIONADAPTIVE CELL DIVISION
With thecelldivisionand surface interrogation algorithms already developed for the geometric based
cell refinement, the addition of solution adaptation is relatively straightforward. The approach adopted in
the current work follows that presented by Aftosmis (ref. 21), appropriately modified for use within the
Cartesian framework.
Approach
The underlying methodology may be characterized as a "feature detection" algorithm, since it operates
directly on computed flow field differences, rather than strict discretization error estimates within the dis-
crete solutions. The adaptation scheme uses a two pass approach in scanning the flow field for cell division
candidates. The first path searches for shocks or sharp expansions, while the second tags cells containing
smooth inviscid features.
This approach is based upon the observation that in a general flow field, shocks of varying strength
may cause many parameters to jump by orders of magnitude (e.g. static pressure through a strong shock).
Thus, there exists a danger of overlooking less prominent features with a crude detection algorithm. Fail-
ure to adapt the mesh to capture such "smooth features" may actually lead to an adaptive procedure which
converges to the wrong solution (ref. 22).
Shock and Smooth Feature Detection
A normalized, undivided second difference of pressure provides a parameter which is quite sensitive to
both strong and weak shocks. This quantity recognizes curvature (in computational space) in the pressure
profile across a difference stencil spanning three cells. The Cartesian components of a directional refine-
ment parameter R_ may be defined using a stencil that extends into the six nearest neighbors of each cell:
= i+ RSyJ+ Rs kR S RSx z
8 p
_ +__Y j+--k
P(x) P(y) P(z)
{4}
where 82p=pi_l,j,k-2Pi, j, k +pi+l,j,k
and -fi(x) =Pi-l,j,k +2Pi,j,k +Pi+l,j,k
Cells are tagged for division when the vector magnitude of R_ exceeds a preset absolute threshold Ts
(usually set to 0.05).
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With the cells spanning strong nonlinearities identified, only the remaining cells are re-scanned for
smoother features. Since the extrema have been removed, the remaining discrete data may be considered
smoothly varying, and the refinement proceeds on a statistical basis as described in Ref. 23.
The parameter chosen to identify smooth, inviscid features in this preliminary work uses undivided first
differences of density, and is computed directionally as:
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RI =SxPi+5_YPj+SZPk
P(x) P(y) P(z) {6}
Cells are tagged for division if the magnitude of RI exceeds the flow field mean by a pre-specified frac-
tion, 7"i,of the standard deviation, 0.
if R I > R I +oT I then tag cell for division
TI was set to 0.1 for the adaptation example in the next section. Ellipsoidal and hexahedral selection
tools permit the user to restrict adaptation to certain regions of the flow field. This ability further focuses
computational resources on specific regions of an evolving discrete solution.
CARTES IAN APPLICATIONS
Selected results for three different configurations are presented in the following sections. All of the
applications were performed on the CRAY C-90 at the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) facility
at NASA Ames Research Center.
Advanced High Wing Transport
Aircraft Figure 16 displays a front view of an advanced, high wing, transport configuration. The
model is a four engine aircraft and includes the fuselage, wing, engine pylons, nacelles and mass-flow plugs
within each nacelle. Symmetry permitted use of a half model in the simulations. The surface description of
this model consisted of twelve LaWGS networks, each of which was triangulated to form a closed, water-
tight polyhedron. Intersection regions between overlapping polyhedra were successfully identified and
automatically discretized within the database grid generation process. The aircraft was simulated in tran-
sonic cruise at a low angle of attack.
Fig. 16. Front view of an advanced, high-wing transport configuration with fuselage, wing, engine pylons,
engine nacelles, and mass flow plugs defined by 12 intersecting and overlapping surface triangulations.
Starting from an initial 32x32x16 background grid, the solution process began with the generation of a
five-level, geometry-adapted mesh. This coarse initial grid contained approximately 70,000 cells, and is
shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Geometry-adapted starting mesh.
Note that since this mesh was created solely through the geometric cell refinement procedure described
in section II.C, it actually constitutes the "starting mesh" for the adaptive flow solution. Using this grid as a
starting point, the methodology generated a final solution by cycling the discrete solution through five suc-
cessive flow solver - adaptive mesh refinement stages. The final mesh contained approximately 2.9 million
nodes, ten levels of refinement, and extended 20 fuselage lengths fore and aft, above and below, and 10
fuselage lengths spanwise from the geometry. Figure 18 provides a view of the final, solution adapted
mesh. The multiple region technology was not used in the calculations.
Figure 19 displays two views of the isobars in the discrete solution. The figure shows the presence of
the main wing shock as it extends up and over the fuselage. The solution is mapped onto cutting planes at
two wing stations aligned with the center of each engine nacelle. The resolution of the shock can be seen
both on the main wing and inside the flow-through nacelles. Figure 20 shows a close-up of the wing shock
and the mesh adaptation pattern between the inboard pylon and the fuselage. This figure also shows some
irregularities in the mesh adaptation which will be removed through improvements in the rule base govern-
ing the adaptation. Surface isobars and selected spanwise Cp cuts for this case were also computed and
compared well with experimental data.
High Speed Civil Transport
Figure 21 shows the surface pressure distribution for an advanced supersonic transport configuration
computed with the Cartesian method. Two grids consisting of 260,000 and 490,000 cells were also gener-
ated for the configuration without nacelles and diverters. Extensive calculations and comparisons with ex-
perimental data for the wing-body configuration were made at Mach numbers from 1.65 through 2.4. In
Fig. 22, the predictions at Mach 1.8 of the lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients computed using the
two grids are compared with wind tunnel data. Experimental comparisons of lift, drag and pitching mo-
ment coefficient versus angle of attack were in similar agreement for all other Mach numbers. The multiple
region technology was not used in the calculations.
Wing C
An initial demonstration of the multiple-region cell technology was performed using the Wing C con-
figuration (ref. 24). This wing has a leading edge sweep of 45 degrees, an aspect ratio of 2.6, and a thin,
non-planar trailing edge due to its use of twisted, supercritical airfoil sections. Two grids of approxi-
mately 203,000 and 610,000 cells were used to compute transonic flow solutions. The 610,000 cell grid
was created by performing one additional refinement of the coarse grid. Both coarse grid and fine grids
were generated in a total of 30 C-90 CPU minutes. The dimension of the smallest cells in the finest grid is
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approximately2.8timeslargerthanthewingtrailingedgethickness,and0.0063of themeanaerodynamic
chord.Aftercomputingsolutionsat aMachnumberof 0.85andanangleof attackof 5 degreesfor both
the coarse and fine grids, the coarse grid was examined for cells that could be split into multiple distinct
regions. Using the multiple-region algorithms, new cells were then added, yielding a corrected version of
the coarse grid with approximately 204,000 cells. The flow solver executed at a rate of 6.5 _t-
seconds/cell/iteration, and all solutions were converged at least 4 orders of magnitude in the density resid-
ual. Solutions for all three grids are compared to wind tunnel data at selected span stations in Fig. 23.
Most of the disagreement between the computed and experimental distributions at the outboard station can
be attributed to viscous effects and the separation cell observed in the wind tunnel tests, but these differ-
ences were not quantified. The advantages of the multiple-region technology are, however, clearly evident.
Without the multiple-region technology, the distinction between upper and lower surface cells at the trailing
edge is lost, and the effective local chord for the coarse uncorrected grid is shortened by approximately ten
percent. Although the fine grid results show that this effect can be reduced by doubling the cell resolution,
the application of the multiple-region algorithms is clearly a significantly more efficient means of capturing
extremely thin geometric details. Figure 24 shows the upper surface of the Wing C configuration colored
by the computed surface pressure distributions for the coarse grids. The effect of the uncorrected multiple-
regions cells along the trailing edge is clearly evident in the left half of the figure. The right half of the fig-
ure indicates the benefits of the application of the multi-region technology and the associated reduction in
the surface pressure errors.
CONCLUSIONS
The current grid generation approach has been used to develop and successfully demonstrate four im-
portant features necessary for future Cartesian grid approaches. The first is the capability to identify and
refine flow field cells in regions of large surface curvature before a single flow solution is performed. The
second feature is a "component-based" capability for handling surface geometry. This feature allows sim-
ple translations and rotations to be applied to individual component definitions to create new configuration
variations, eliminating the need to return to the CAD system to create new surface discretizations that ex-
plicitly reflect the intersections between components. Third, a means for correctly distinguishing the upper
and lower surface of extremely thin (less than a cell dimension) geometrical features improves the fidelity
of the simulations without excessive refinement. The fourth feature is the full incorporation of automatic
and adaptive flow field mesh refinement. Current work focuses on improving the accuracy of the surface
boundary conditions and restructuring the grid generation procedures for increased efficiency.
This research has targeted the development and integration of many of the important technologies re-
quired for a future automated Euler Cartesian CFD procedure. Demonstrations of their application to arbi-
trary, three-dimensional configurations indicate the method's ability to dramatically reduce the time and
effort required to produce useful inviscid CFD simulations for complex vehicles.
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APPENDIX I
Thisappendixcontainsadditionaldetailsabouttheflowsolverusedto computetheexamplesin this
paper.Theflowsolveriscurrentlyundergoingvigorousdevelopment,withspecialattentionfocusedonthe
proceduresat thesolidwallboundary.Weincludeherea descriptionof ourcurrentalgorithmfor docu-
mentationpurposes.TheflowsolverusesamultistageJameson-Schmitt-Turkel(ref. 17)Runge-Kuttatime
integrationprocedurewith localtime-steppingto reachsteadystate(amultigridaccelerationschemehas
notyetbeenimplemented).Forall interiorpointsin thedomain(e.g.,thosewhosestencildoesnotcontain
a cut cellnextto thesolidwall), theusualcentraldifferenceschemeaugmentedwithpressure-switched
second-andfourth-orderdissipationtermsis applied.Typicalvaluesof theuser-specifiedsecond-and
fourth-orderdissipationcoefficientsare1.2and0.5,respectively.At theedgeof thecomputationaldo-
main,thesediscretizationsareappliedoncellsthatareno longerregular.Currently,thelocationof the
volumecentroidandtheareacentroidsof theexposedportionsof cutfacesarenotusedwhencomputing
thefluxes. Alongtheboundaries,theorderof accuracyof thebasiccentraldifferenceschemetherefore
dropsto first order.For cellswithcut facesor facescompletelyinternalto thegeometry,thesecondand
fourth derivative dissipation terms are contaminated by first and third difference contributions. Numerical
experiments have shown that the errors introduced by these dissipation terms appear, however, to be much
smaller than those associated with our current simple flux calculation strategy and our first-order solid wall
boundary condition, in which the pressure at the wall is extrapolated from the interior using piecewise con-
stant extrapolation. These cut cell discretizations have been improved in research versions of the code, but
are not yet incorporated into the production version. In careful numerical studies of these methods (which
will be reported elsewhere), improved strategies for the flux calculations at intersected faces and along the
solid wall boundaries lead to a considerable reduction in the boundary error.
APPENDIX II
Static aerodynamic coefficients for a supersonic missile configuration (Ref. 2) were computed at Mach
numbers between 2.30 and 4.63. The missile has an ogive nose cone and four cruciform fins mounted at
the aft end of a cylindrical fuselage (side and front views are provided in Fig. 25, which is taken from Ref.
2). Three grids of 290,000, 470,000, and 624,000 cells were used. The lift, drag, and pitching moment
coefficients for all three grids are compared with experimental data for Mach 2.30 in Figure 26. Additional
comparisons with the 290,000 cell grid for Mach numbers 2.96, 3.95, and 4.63 are presented in Figures 27,
28, and 29. The trends with increasing Mach number are seen to be accurately predicted, and the effects of
changes in angle of attack are in good agreement up to approximately 15 degrees. No corrections for skin
friction were made to the computed drag values.
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Figure 19. Pressure contours for the advanced high-wing transport. Contours are displayed in the symmetry plane
and on cutting planes aligned with the inboard and outboard nacelles.
243
¥Figure 20. Close-up of wing station near inboard nacelle showing final adapted mesh and flow field pressure
contours for advanced high-wing transport.
Figure 21. Surface pressure distribution for advanced supersonic transport, Mach 2.4.
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Figure 23. Cpdistributions for Wing C, Mach 0.85, a = 5°.
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Figure 25. Wingless missile configuration (from Ref. 2). Dimensions are in centimeters (inches).
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Figure 26. Lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients for supersonic missile, Mach 2.3.
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Figure 27. Lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients for supersonic missile, Mach 2.96.
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Figure 28. Lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients for supersonic missile, Mach 3.95.
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Figure 29. Lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients for supersonic missile, Mach 4.63.
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